Shy like Blushing Flowers Music-Theatre Project

“His discerning blend of East and West creates an intriguing, kaleidoscopic sonic world, one that carries a
strong emotional impact…” (The Music Trust, Australia)
“something spaciously Asian but with an effectively communicative vocabulary of Western new
music…Crossman is a real force” (Gapplegate Classical-Modern Music Review, USA)

CHINESE-AUSTRALIAN MUSIC-THEATRE WORK
This music-theatre work—Shy Like Blushing Flowers—is a collaboration between
Australian artists Bruce Crossman (composer/musical director), Simon Killalea (video
artist), Ian Stevenson (sound diffusion) with performers Anna Fraser (mezzo-soprano),
Claire Edwardes (percussion) and international collaborator Linda Yim (piano) from the
renowned Hong Kong New Music Ensemble (HKNME). The springboard for this work is
the text of Tang Xianzu’s Chinese opera "Peony Pavillion," with hints of the JudeoBiblical text “Song of Songs” and Shakespeare’s "Antony and Cleopatra". From
distinctively diverse cultures, these works appeared at both juxtapositional and similar
times (1598 and 1606 respectively) and correlate thematically, exploring love permitted
to exist as dream merged with reality, and the subsequent temporal/spatial separation
of lovers (human and spiritual) and connection to Daoist “dao” and Christian “spirit.”
The central protagonists from these classical works, the vivacious unmarried female and
high status queen, are reinterpreted as a single persona in an intercultural fusion of
gritty tension with poetic lushness, bringing about a deepening mutual understanding of
Australian/Chinese cultures towards a contemporary Asian-Pacific artistic identity. Its
multicultural nature aims to directly synergize English and Mandarin sounds as both a
form of communication and as delicate and vigorous sound patterns within a Confucian
living-colour aesthetic in music-theatre.
Event: The ArtsNSW Development of Shy like Blushing Flowers is at The Joan Sutherland
Performing Arts Centre, Q Theatre in Penrith from 3-4pm on 11 October 2017.
Entry: By Invitation. Request invitation by emailing b.crossman@westernsydney.edu.au
Directions: Joan Sutherland Performing Arts Centre is at 597 High Street, Penrith.
From the M4 motorway take the Mulgoa Road turn-off to Penrith. Fast train services leave
regularly for Penrith from the country train platforms at Central Station.

INTERCULTURAL MUSIC-THEATRE

The living colour moment aesthetics of the Asia-Pacific and its calligraphical motion
ideas applied to film are present in Crossman’s Shy Like Blushing Flowers music-theatre
project. The development has two framing films as dream sequences—“Fragrant Rain
Clouds of Love” and “Strange Invisible Perfume”—amidst which sits the live
performance of “Garden of Fire.”
In the first interlude, “Fragrant Rain Clouds of Love,” Killalea’s strong rooted tree images
of Hong Kong with Picasso-like Cubist space of modern cityscapes, where emptiness and
skyscrapers suggest intimate presence, is a reinterpretation of ancient Chinese
playwright Tang Xianzu’s ‘clouding’ intimacy and sensual massive sonic bursts of sound
with lingering metal delicacy of my own music. The ancient Kunqu tradition, following
Daoist principles of the affinity of the artist with nature, suggests the erotic through the
natural reverberance of spring energies and is reinterpreted by Simon Killalea as the
gently pulsing presence of Hong Kong as a contemporary ‘sensual clouding’. The gentle
flow of time through water becomes intimate as do the skyscraper slow movements yet
they are peppered with the slow cruising humour of the passing car motion and musing.
The Chinese opera tradition of Kunqu sparked, in a moment, the delicate transient
crotales metal lingering sounds amidst wrestling interval-colour spacious splashes of
ensemble amidst wriggling vocal lines in my musical score, titled “Garden of Fire.” The
trio version will involve soprano Anna Fraser (Song Company), percussionist Claire
Edwardes (Ensemble Offspring) and pianist Linda Yim (HKNME) in a live performance
with real-time digital visual mixing by Killalea. In this stripped version, the wriggling
vocal lines are laid bare, with delicate bowed vibraphone ebbing joining the dark gonglike stopped notes bedding the vocal beneath, with interpretations of the spaces through
metaphorical nature and cityscape images of Hong Kong in time-lapse filmmaking.
In the second interlude dream sequence of the music-theatre work’s “Strange Invisible
Perfume,” the music merges the sensuality of Shakespeare’s alluring Cleopatra with
Tang’s “Dou de ri xia yan zhi yu shang xian,” amidst the Judeo-Biblical tradition’s
transcendent sensuality of “I arose to open for my lover” from the Song of Songs.
Killalea’s Sydney and Hong Kong shot Cubist interplays will interpret the music as a
dream film sequence within Shy like Blushing Flowers. In my score for “Strange Invisible
Perfume,” the Peking Opera gongs’ sudden demarcations and quivering mallets on
crotales, linger like fragrant perfume over the wriggling guzheng tones and sharply
articulated bell-clear harmonics.
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ARTISTS
Anna Fraser – soprano
Sydney-based and a graduate of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music (2000) and New
England Conservatory (2002) in Boston, Anna Fraser has gained a reputation as a
versatile soprano specialising predominantly in the interpretation of early and
contemporary repertoire. In 2002, before returning to Australia, Anna attended the
Britten-Pears Young Artist Program under the expert tutelage of the late Anthony RolfeJohnson and was a featured soloist in Handel's Dixit Dominus and the masque Acis and
Galatea directed by Richard Egarr at the Aldeburgh Festival. As a member of the Song
Company, Anna regularly performs in national tours.
Claire Edwardes – percussion
Claire Edwardes (percussion) is an internationally renowned percussionist and artistic
director of Sydney new music group, Ensemble Offspring. Career highlights include solo
performances at the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival and prizewinner as part
of Duo Vertigo at the 2005 International Gaudeamus Interpreters Competition. She won
the 2016 Art Music Award for Outstanding Contribution by an Individual and was the
1999 Young Performer of the Year.
Linda Yim – piano
Linda Yim is a core member of the Hong Kong New Music Ensemble, one of the leading
government funded arts institutions in Hong Kong. The Hong Kong New Music Ensemble
(HKNME) was founded in 2008 to present contemporary music to Hong Kong audiences.
It has been widely praised for its innovative programming and interdisciplinary
collaborations with artists from different mediums. The HKNME has collaborated with
organisations including Zuni Icosahedron and Guangdong Modern Dance Company.
Bruce Crossman – composer
Bruce Crossman's sound world embraces Asian traditional musics, free form
improvisation and European influenced interval-colour sonority towards a personal
Pacific identity. Peter Sculthorpe, Chou Wen-chung and Chinary Ung have influenced
Crossman's Pacific-based aesthetic. Crossman's aesthetic is influenced by crossdisciplinary ideas from Chinese esthetics, Japanese aesthetics and architecture, FilipinoAustralian poetry and abstract art. https://brucecrossman.com
Simon Killalea – filmmaker/projectionist
Simon Killalea is projectionist filmmaker who largely works in the field of rock music
visuals, including with Sydney band Decoder Ring at Carriage Works and for the tour of
iconic Australian band Cold Chisel, including those with an East Asian focus. He did the
visuals for Bruce Crossman’s Chinese opera-based project with the Campbelltown Arts
Centre, titled Gentleness-Suddenness.
Ian Stevenson – sound design/diffusion
Ian Stevenson is senior lecturer in sound technologies. His research interests are in
sound theory, listening, sound recording and sound installation practice. He is a member
of the Digital Humanities Research Group at Western Sydney University. In addition to
numerous freelance engagements he has held the following positions: Documentation
Manager, Fairlight ESP, Sydney; Sound Engineer, Autograph Sound Recording, London.
Event website: https://brucecrossman.com/teaching/events/ Media samples at: https://brucecrossman.com/media/
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